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7, Dr. Lee Asks Teachers Union
Talks To Back Appointment Delay
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oung Republican Panel
bout ’Civil Liberties and Law’
CHAMBERS
iv .int it, be first class citi," Wes Sweet, Negro candidate
San Jose City Council, told
the
r
audience of about 35 last night
infoirlal discussion on the
le, "Civil Liberties and the
joint
The panel discussion at a
eeting of ilw San Jose State
liege Young Republican.s confect of Sweet, Chuck Walker,
Jose tittr»mey, Jean WM,
.t Young Republiccuts adviser,
!Norman Stoner, San Jose atmeY.
The moderator was Irwin Went en. San Jose engineer.
We want all the rights," con- -

Values’ Talk Set
y Dr. Blackwell

er

Chancellor Vacancy

j,.lilies E. Blackwell, assist professor of sociology, will dis"Bask, American Values" to:row at 8 p.m. at the First Uni,n church, 160 N. Third st.
’he program, the last of a
-,thly series sponsored by the
:Al justice committee of the
urch, will also be broadcast over
local FM radio station, KRPM.
he meeting is open to the public
host charge.
Dr. Blackwell has been a memof the SJS faculty since 1959.
is a member of the Society for
Study of Social Problems and
presently chairman of the Social
roblems Theory section for the
.nd time.
1 rot fee hour will follow the dig-

tinued Sweet. "In other than civil
liberties of the minorities I feel
that the basic fredom that has
been encroached on the most is
the freedom of speech."
Stoner, agreeing with Sweet.
stated, "I feel that the courts
have been obi idging the right of
free speech by saying of a particular case "In this case it is all right
to abridge the freedom of speech’."
Four broad questions discussed
by the panel were: the theory of
the California fair employment
practice: the question of sending
troops into Little Rock or Kansas; do members of the Communist party retain their civil rights
and. what if any legal restrictions
can we place upon party members,
and should the federal government act to remove the blue laws
In our states?
Mrs. McDill, a member of the
SJS physics department, on the
question of blue laws, said she
believed that these laws are an
infringement on individual liberties.
"Such laws as Sunday closing
laws and the laws regarding birth
control, I feel, should be overturned," she stated.
Stoner said that he believed
that these laws are in conflict
with the constitutional laws dealing with free speech and freedom
of the press. "When state laws
restrict the dissemination of birth
control information then constitutional law should apply," he told
the audience.
Walker, viewing the action of
former president Eisenhower sending federal troops into Little Rock,

stated that the use of federal
troops was unconstitutional, but
he added that he believed in integration.
Education is not specifically delegated to the federal government,
therefore, it Ls definitely up to
the states to determine its educational system. "You can’t legislate
morals," he declared.
Stoner, discussing the topic of
legal restriction on the commtuUst
party, said that he believed that
they retain many of their rights
such as freedom of speech and
freedom of the press.
"What legal restrictions can we
place upon party members? We
can place any restriction we want."

Dr. Rafferty, ’Airmen’ an
Joseph Shell Plays Sunday;
Will Speak Tickets Ready
Joseph C. Shell, candidate for
Republican nomination for governor, gave San Jose State’s Young
Republicans final acceptance yesterday to their invitation to appear at a rally planned for him as
part of "YR Week."
Shell, who at first said he was
unable to attend the rally, now
plans to be here for the program

Tracksters" Complaints
o Be Aired at Meeting
ASS Pres. Brent Davis has
led an informal meeting of
udent Council members and inrested person.s for 3:30 p.m. Fri: in the college Union to diss grievances from members of
track team regarding operano of the SJS intercollegiate
irk program.
Davis said during a Student
uncil meeting, yesterday, that
000 approached last week by
-,.al team members who told
he usually strong track squad
experience a "breakdown"
season if measures aren’t
to aid the group, financially.
A’ Athletic Advisory board.
posed of Athletic Director
’It T. Bronzan: P. E. dept.
I Walt McPherson; Dean
of
.1..nts Stanley C. Benz; and
sentatives of the faculty, stuhody, and alumni association,
-veiled to take up the matraficially at a meeting next
%is said the track members
him that good athletes are
lost for scholastic and fill reasons because the de-1, of studying, practicing,
working to support them are too great. They charged,
Ad, that team members are
,red to practice 12 hours a
On the track, which leaves
I little time for outside empatent,
As a result of this, SJS may be
danger of losing its reputation
S an internationally
-known track
.er, Davis said he was told.
Davis said that the SJS track
.holarship program is "practically
n -existent." He
noted the colt’ allows
approximately $8000
track scholarships, while spendIt the neighborhood of $50,
toward football grants.
In a letter to
college Pres. John
Wahleilist, Davis wrote that
considers track coaches Bud
inter and Dean
Miller "two of
e finest coaches possible," and
n he holds
signed statements
m Many members of the team
lesting to this.
Ile added, however, that SJS
II 10,1
prestige if the team and
ehes are not
supported by the
Merits
Davis indicated
that the situit-

By JOHN I %KUCK
San Jose
Faculty tnembeo,
State began to rally yesterday behind those asking fur a delay in
the appointment of a new state
college chancellor.
Dr. Leon Lee, associate professor
of business and president of Local
1362, the SJS chapter of the American Federation of Teachers I All. CIO), is asking the local’s exe,..,
tive committee to request a del:o
The appointment of a new choo
cellor to fill the vacancy left h.
the recnt resignation of Dr. Buell
Gallagher, was to be considered in
Sacramento today and tomorrow
by the state colleges’ board of
trustees.
OPPOSITION DEVELOPS
Monday, opposition developed at
San Francisco state college and
elsewhere against the immediate
appointment of anyone as new
cli:incellor tin. Glenn S. Dumke,

tiim ought have cost SJS the no tional collegiate cross country
championship last semester. Fie
noted that the college sent only
five men, the minimum, to the
championship meet in Michigan
MAXWELL L. RAFFERTY
in what he called an effort to save
speaks today
money. The Spartans, subsequently, finished second. Davis said he that is scheduled for Morris Dailey
believes SJS would have won with auditorium at 12:30 p.m. tomora full team, seven men, in action. row.
"YR Week" will continue this
afternoon at 3:30 in Cafeteria
rooms A and B when Maxvvell L.
Rafferty, candidate for state superintendent of public instruction,
will give a talk on the "Crisis in
California Education."
Dr. Rafferty, superintendent of
schools in La Canada, Calif., is a
Featured speaker at Ilic San co-author of two widely-read text
most reJose State College commencement books on education, the
and Trends
exercises in June will be the new cent being "Practices
Administration," now
state college Chancellor, unnamed in School
by over 20 unias yet, according to ASH Pres. officially adopted
versities throughout the country.
Brent Davis.
More recently, Dr. Rafferty’s La
The president said, at a Student Council meeting yesterday, Canada speech, "The Passing of
that though the new chancellor the Pa I riot ," attracted nationwide
has not been announced, it is ex- attention when it was reprinted in
pected that the man who is ap- several newspapers, quoted over
pointed to the post will assume CBS, reproduced verbatim in the
all speaking engagements accept- Sept. 6, 1961, issue of the Congresed by former chancellor Buell sional Record, and published in
condensed form in the October
Gallagher.
Dr. Gallagher, who resigned the 1961 Reader’s Digest.
position recently, had previously
agreed to speak at the SJS commencement exercises.
Davis aLso reported that the
Commencement committee, headed by college Vice Pres. William
J. Dusel. is studying the idea of
A time span 01 10,000 years
bringing a nationally-known perseparates the two films featured at
son to speak at the 1963 comtoday’s classic film series, 3:30
mencement exercises. Purpose of
p.m. and 7:30 p.m., in the Concert
would
Davis,
to
according
this,
Hall.
be to get national publicity for
"The Golden Age of Comedy" is
the college and attract more peoa compilation of American screen
ple to the ceremony.
The plan, said the president, was comedy from 1923 to 1928. "Preoriginally studied for this year’s historic Images" is an exploration
graduation but was deferred to of the 40,000-year-old cave paint.
1963 because of a lack of funds. ings of France and Spain.
Both films ahve received awards
Davis said a "name" speaker
would cast upwards of $1500, while from the film industry. "The Goldthe Commencement committee en Age of Comedy" won an Academy Award. "Prehistoric Images"
currently has a budget of $500.
Davis said the committee has was presented awards at film fesexpressed hope that the student tivals, art groups and the Ameribody will provide financial support can Association of Anthropology
national convention,
for the plan next year.

Davis Says New
Chancellor To Be
Graduation Speaker

40,000-Year Epoch
Divides Two Films

Students expecting to attend the
free band concert Sunday afternoon in the SJS Concert Hall may
obtain tickets at the AFROTC orderly room in the R building.
Following their Saturday night
concert at San Jose’s National
Guard armory, the "Airmen" will
appear at 3 p.m. Sunday on the
San Jose State campus. The official United States Air Force dance
orchestra is composed of 16 members who play 25 instruments. Its
musicians have played with top
bands in the country, including
those of Billy May, Tommy Dorsey, Harry James, Gene Krupa, and
Ralph Flanagan.
Internationally, the band has appeared at the Brussels World Fair
and at the 1959 International Music
Festival in Bergen, Norway. "The
Airmen of Note" have appeared as
the Glenn Miller orchestra in "The
Glenn Miller Story," by special request of M. Mlle!

vice eliancellor of the state colleges tifid ton Mei SFS president,
is reported favored by some of lite
trustees to suceed Dr. Gallagher.
Dr. Bud R. Hutchinson, assistant professor of business and economics and also a member of the
AFT local’s executive committee,
stated Tuesday night that he feels

DR. GLENN S. DUMKE
... ’a tight ship’
the move at SFS was aimed at
Dr. Dumke.
"The faculty at San Francisco
state know Dr. Dumke," said
Hutchinson in a telephone interview. "He runs a tight ship, and
often operates without considering
views of the faculty or students."

1)r.
no Mention

id

Dijrnge.

FA VOUS DELAY
"I do support a delay in the appointment of a new chancellor for
the state colleges," the SJS associate professor indicated.
"Until I consult the All’s executive committee, my statement is
one of personal belief."
Dr. flutehinson, though, described Dr. Dumke’s expected appointment as "possibly a fast deal."
He added he had been in contact
with members of the San Francisco
state college faculty.
The assistant professor described
the SFS faculty as "not too impressed with Dr. Dumke."
NO S.IS REACTION
As to SJS opposition to the appointment, Dr. Hutchinson added,
"The SJS faculty objections were
not crystallized until this time.
"Most professors here think of
Dr. Dumke as just a name," he
added. "They have never worked
under the man.
’There has been speculation, ever
since Dr. Dumke’s appointment as
vice chancellor’, that he would
make the move to chancellor.
"The AFT locals across the state
opposed his original appointment
to vice chancellor," Hutchinson
added.
OPPOSITION WIDE
Opposition to the immediate appointment of a new chancellor
has come from Long Beach, San
Diego, Alameda, Chico, Fresno and
Los Angeles state colleges, besides

tAttlAit istinOtitiveirwitt Monday by
I tee teachers’ organizations at
San Francisco state.
The three SFS faculty organizations --- the California Teachers
assn., the California Federation of
Teachers and the Association of
California State College Professors
- -have asked for a greater voice
in the naming of a new chancellor.
At SJS, opposition is by the
American Federation of Teachers
only. Other SJS faculty organizations have not yet taken stands.
Besides faculty communications
to the colleges’ trustees, Gov. Edmund G. Brown asked early this
week for a delay in picking Dr.
Gallagher’s successor.
Governor Brown, who claimed
"greatest respect" for Dr. Dumke,
told his news conference he had
asked trustees to "look over the
field."

March ’Rule’
Now on Sale

Ttl, Manch issue of the Rule
magazine, edited and published by
the engineering students at San
Jose State. will be on sale today
in the Spartan bookstore and Engineering building, according to Jack
Taylor, Rule editor.
This issue features information
about the open house of the new
multi-million dollar Engineering
building located at the corner of
San Fernando and Seventh sts. The
open house begins today and continues through Saturday.
Visitors may take guided tours
through the building, which is
I scheduled for occupancy in the fall,
and view approximately 200 projects designed and built by SJS engineer.ng students. Rule will also
contain a complete list of the student projects.
1.
In addition to open house inforwhich are brought to the surface.
Dr. Waters admitted that Camp- mation, the magazine will have an
bell’s book is probably an over-sim- article by Norman Gunderson, dean
plification "because both mythol- of engineering, entitled, "Proposals
ogy and psychology have more va- for the Reorganization of Engineerling Education and the Profession."
riety than he implies."
Also the magazine will include
He added that the book proves articles by Dr. Roixsrt Larsen, assoentertaining to the reader because ciate professor of philosophy, and
of Campbell’s colorful style of Dean Robert Pavden, Santa Clara
writing.
university.
The engineering magazine sells
"Campbell has a beautiful style
for 25 cents and will be available
with a flair for the narrative and
all thre days of the open house.
the choice word," Dr. Waters pointed out.

Book Talk Notes
Hero Similarity

Basically, all heroes are alike.
This was the theme of yesterday’s book talk in the cafeteria
given by Dr. Louis Waters, associate professor of English.
"Mythology is another name for
someone else’s religion. It’s not
merely fairy tales," Dr. Wateis
told the standing-room-only audience.
"Hero with a Thousand Faces,"
written by Joseph Campbell, student and author of folk lore, exThe possibility of sending a local
plains how literature throughout
team to compete on the television
history is based on the recurrent
quiz program, G.E. College Bowl,
theme of the hero’s withdrawal
In his exploration of both ancieti.
is being investigated by Bill
from, and his return to, reality.
and modern mythology, Campbell
Hauck, ASB vice president.
"Nearly all heroes of mytho- touches upon the areas of art, lit
The vice president said at last
week’s Student Council meeting logical stories undergo the same
Dr. Robert C. Wrede, associate
that he has written the executive kind of withdrawal from the conprofessor of math, recently signed
offices of the Columbia Broad- scious world to the depths of the
a contract with New York publishcasting System asking information mind," Dr. Waters asserted.
ers John Wiley & Sons, Inc., for
on the procedure of entering a
"Campbell draws his book title
team in the Sunday evening prothe publication of his new text, "Ingram. He has received no reply ’Hero with a Thousand Faces,’ from
troduction to Vector and Tensor
yet.
Analysis."
the idea that, basically, the same
Hauck explained that he sees
Dr. VVrede’s hook, which took
hero appears, but with a different
the move as a great public relathree years to compile. will be pubadded.
he
face,"
and
name
to
show
means
tions aid and as a
lished next year and will contain
a wide audience the high scholastic
approximately 250 pages.
Campbell also draws on psychocaliber of San Jose State.
"Emphasis is placed on the translogical processes which reflect the
The vice president said that he
ferring concept that is important
the
in
work
found
psycho-analytic
has learned from other sources
in areas of math and physics," Dr.
that the General Electric-spon- school of Jung, the speaker deWrede said of his text.
sored show is programmed a year clared.
In reviews returned to Dr.
in advance, making it difficult to
Wrede by the two publishers acstories
mythological
general
"The
estimate when a local team might
opting his hook it was noted,
represent patterns of the mind
be allowed to compete.
From a logical viewpoint it is distinctly better than most I have
seen, and it is simple reading, HisDR. LOUIS WATERS
torical perspective is excellent."
... reviewed ’Hero’
Another reviewer wrote, "This
RED GERMAN AND USSR MEET
text treats the subject of vector
BERLIN fl..1P1)-- West Berlin braced itself last night for possible erature. philosophy, religion, an- analysis in a more rigorous manner
new Communist pressure as a result of the Moscow meeting of Soviet thropology, psychology and soci- than most others. This is most dePremier Nikita Khrushchev and East German Communist leader ology.
sirable."
Walter Ulbricht. No details of their decisions were known here
An alumnus of two colleges, Dr.
The author, who holds an M.A.
immediately. But it was considered certain that Ulbricht pressed
Wrede received his bachelor’s and
Khrushchev to carry out at long last the Russian plan to give Ger- degree from Columbia university, master’s degrees from Miami unistudied mythology in the United
many a peace treaty and end Western allied rights in Berlin.
versity of Ohio. and his Ph. D. from
Slates and advanced his studies in
ALGERIAN CEASE-FIRE FORSEEN
Indiana university.
PARIS (UPD- --The Algerian rebel government -in -exile in Tunis European institutions of learning
announced yesterday it has been authorized to complete peace talks on fellowships.
with the French, A cease-fire in the 7’s -year-old Algerian conflict
He presently is an instructor .11
appeared likely by March 15. It followed a six -day meeting in the Sarah Lawrence college in Ne,
rebel
parliament
or
NaAlgerian
capital
of
Tripoli
of
the
Libyan
York.
tional Council of the Algerian Revolution. The refugee government
Second book review in the spring
will meet today in Tunis to choose a tentative date for further talks,
Students expecting to graduate
probably early next week. Algerian officials expected the talks to semester series will be given In June must make an application
Wednesday in rooms A and B in for graduation by March 6.
last at least a week.
the cafeteria. At that time. Dr.
POWERS TO TELL OF ILL-FATED FLIGHT
An interview with a graduation
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The House Foreign Affairs committee Robert E. Newman, associate pro- clerk is required. Appointment for
will call U-2 pilot Francis Gary Powers next week to tell law makers fessor of education, will review the interview should he made in
his story about his ill-fated flight over Russia, a congressman said "Summerhill," a eontroversial book the Registrar’s office. Major and
yesterday. Rep. Cornelius E. Gallagher ID-N.J.), a member of the on experimental education, writ- minor forms must be on file before
House group, said the aviator would be summoned unless the Central ten by A. S. Neill, director of the the appointment is made.
Intelligence Agency advised against the move. Such advice appeared school which is undergoing the exStudents are asked to make arunlikely,
periment.
rangements as soon as possible.

TV’s G.E. Bowl
Lures SJS Team

SJS Prof Signs
With N.Y. Publisher

world wire

June Graduates
To Apply March 6
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Editorial

Sparta-

Help from Outside

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor

An organization which has not been acthe for some time

should receive commendation from San Jose State and its students for a resolution it passed at a lunelieoremeeting at the
college Tuesday.
The organization, the college cooperation committee of the
Greater San Jose Chamber of Commerce, passed a resolution
to ask the city council to take immediate steps to closeat least
temporarily
Seventh st. between San
Fernado and San
Carlos sts.
The committee, headed by Paul Baracker, city businessman,
also announced it would make a mme to receive the endorsement of the -Forward San Jose" committee and the merchants
association of San Jose.
The resolution passed by the college cooperation committee
possibly could change the minds of many city council members who at this time are opposing the street closing because it
is a "major traffic artery" in the city.
According to Pres. John T. Wahlquist, traffic moves only
at an average of 11 miles an hour on the street and has been
abandoned by many truck drivers who, at one time, considered
it a "major artery."
If the resolution to be presented to the city council by this
committee evokes any sympathy by it, the traffic hazard and
noise of Seventh st. may be eliminated before next fall.
Students and faculty members could help the cause by submitting letters to the committee in thanks for their interest in
San Jose State and in support of the resolution.
CP.

FOUR MINDS equal four different interpretations of organic and human forms, as evidenced
by an exhibit set up by four graduate students
Ibis month. On exhibit were sculptures and
three-dimensional designs in cast and welded

metals by (I -r) Daryle Webb, Holt Murray,
Richard Mills and Peter Teneau. Work in the

exhibit, which has since been taken down, was
made at a foundry designed and built by the

students themselves.

any one time, according to MurBy CHRIS HEADINGS
ray. The mold for the welded
The diversity of interpretaand cast work done by the stutions of the human figure and
dents can hold up to 600 pounds.
organic forms that can be
Pieces exhibited by the stureached by different individuals
dents last week were all done
was apparent in the exhibit disby independent study for special
played in the Little Gallery last
problems course work on the
week by four SJS students takgraduate level.
ing graduate work in the Art
Mills, an unspecified graduate
department.
student from Ventura, holds a
Works in the sculpture and
B.A. in art from SJS and is
three-dimensional design exemployed as an assistant for the
hibit were done for special probcollege’s sculpture lab.
lems course work by Richard
Recent sculptures done by
Mills, Holt Murray, Peter TenMills has been in either welded
eau and Daryle Webb.
steel or cast bronze. His work
Cast bronze and silver and
is "based primarily on different
welded steel are molded from
interpretations of the human
mere pieces of metal into the
figure."
students’ interpretations of orStudying to complete his M.A.
ganic shapes and human figures.
in art this semester, Murray is
Besides using the regular
currently working with cast
metal welding and brazing fametals and jewelry and larger
cilities in the college sculpture
three-dimensional works. His
studio, the four young men use
a foundry-studio which they deMA. project is based upon orsigned and built for casting
ganic shapes and studies the demetal works.
velopment and manipulation of
All equipment for the private
the aesthetic equivalence befoundry, located in San Jose, was tween figure and ground shapes.
constructed by the students
A native of Culver City, Murthemselves.
ray has studied in California
and Oregon schools and received
A maximum weight of 400
hls B.A. at SJS in 1959. The 29pounds of bronze can be handled
by the home-made foundry at year-old art student teaches at

Reporter’s Friend Sees
Cal Offers 42-Day South Seas Cruise Grim Space Possibilities
As Two-Unit Summer Science Course
Are you interested in a 42-day
South Seas cruise for which you
can get college credit?
Through its Extension and Agricultural Sciences division, the
University of California is planning such an excursion for this
summer. The university will
offer courses in plant and soil
sciences and home economics
aboard Matson Lines’ luxury
liner "Mariposa."
Each course will carry two
units of university credit, and
will be taught by top-ranking
faculty members.
Tahiti, Fiji, Samoa, Rarotenza, Hawaii. New Zealand

CORONA

and Australia are among the
listed ports of call.
Included in the expedition is
a two week field trip to New
Zealand, during which the country’s leading colleges, research
centers and top science attractions will be visited. A five-day
optional visit to Australia may
be substituted for the last part
of the New Zealand itinerary.
The "Mariposa" sails July 8
from San Francisco, and returns Aug. 18. Details about the
study tour are availabel by writing to University of California
Agricultural Study Tour, 442
Post st., San Francisco.

UNDERWOOD ROYALREMINGTON
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TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
S18.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
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SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

24 S. SECOND ST.
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GIRLS! TONIGHT ’2 FRIDAY
Young females will be admitted
inside the AWFUL- AWFUL.
Once inside you will be treated
as ladies, but you will still be
able to release your frustrations
on the AWFUL-AWFUL dance
floor to the winds of the "High
Priest" ( Ray Charles , from
our new juke box. Yet you will
still be in your own "clean-cut"
college crowd, as the AWFULAWFUL does NOT cater to
"hair-hats." Why not stop by
tonight?
the AWFUL-ARFU L
NW.
I MILE SO1 TN 05 DU
cc svies
12560 SOUTH is STREET

!

!6. –’’!._

&
F. SATURDAY
NIGHTS:
Jim Robertson’s

crilf.ritrifr.n

AWFIL-AWFUL
BANJO
BAND

n

QUEEN OF HEARTS
The annual Sigma Phi Epsilon Queen of Hearts contest
is now
in full swing with various planned activities leading to the
May5
finale Queen of Hearts ball.
Queen candidates for the event will attend a skating Dam
Sunday in Belmont, sponsored by the fraternity. There art.t4
candidates from each of the 12 campus sororities. Representassse
include Nancy Young and Adrienne Hall, Kappa Delta: Judy Farrell
and Nina Sanger, Phi Mu; Carol Eichler and Charlotte
Breekar
Delta Zeta; Yevonne Fanthus and Norma McCarey, Chi Omega.
Peggy Luske and Angela Kiichli, Delta Gamma; Elaine Brinlcer
ard
Marylane Fitch, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Linda Lindsey and jate
Tostenson, Alpha Chi Omega; Judy Poole and Connie Gemmel,
Sigma Kappa; Pans Carleton and Kathy Maddern, Kappa
Alo*a
Theta; Carol Winchester and Gloria Ferrari, Gamma Phi
Bei
Marty Spicer and Marianne McGaughey, Alpha Omicron Pi and s4
Davies and Marge Bursch, Alpha Phi.

photo by Hob Ilall

Art Grads Build Foundry Here;
Nixon, Kennedy Agree
On Drive for Lower Tariffs Cast, Design 3-D Metal Works
By ROBERT STRAND
tariff reductions. He said this
SAN FRANCISCO (UPII
only postpones the day of reckRichard M. Nixon believes the
oning. It does not go to the heart
European common market is
of the problem."
"the most exciting development
"American industry can comIn the Free World since compete with industries abroad and
munism became a threat."
maintain our higher wage scales
provided the American free enThe former vice president supported the Kennedy administraterprise system is given a chance
tion’s drive for lower tariffs in
to work at full efficiency.
"This means that government,
two major speeches hereTuesday.
business and labor policies which
He remained here yesterday to
restrict the ability of American
meet with party leaders and
industry to compete on an equal
map his GOP gubernatorial cambasis must be modified.
paign, but he planned no talks.
"The greatest need is for a
Nixon told the Rotary Club
tax reform program at the fedTuesday that California’s maneral, state and local level which
ufactured exports totaled $1.3
billion last year plus another
will stimulate economic growth
through investment and replace$500 million worth of agricultural and mineral products. The
ment of obsolescent machinery
on a massive basis."
state thus has a vital stake in
CHALLENGE TO CALIFORNIA
world trade developments.
Commenting on Kennedy’s reHe told 1700 persons at a Lincoln-Jefferson Day dinner Tuesquest for general authority to
reduce tariffs by 50 per cent in
day night that California will
have the largest population in
reciprocal negotiations, he said
the country before the end of
"the only reaction the United
States can have is to recognize
the year. But he said that "numthat these barriers must come
bers are not enough."
"What matters is quality," he
we must do more
down . .
said, "in government and pubthan the Kennedy administralic services, in sustained ecotion has suggested."
OPPOSED TO SUBSIDIES
nomic growth, in schools and
hospitals, libraries and museums,
But he condemned administrahighways and transit systems,
tion suggestions that subsidies
and in meeting all the needs of
be given to industries that bethe people of California."
come noncompetitive because of

o-kound

San Jose city college evenings
and is a part-time instructor at
SJS.
Murray exhibited in SJCC’s
Artists’ Invitational last spring
and in the Richmond art center’s 11th annual sculpture and
painting show last year. He has
also shown in various student
exhibits sponsored by the SJS
art department.
Originally from New York,
Teneau plans to continue working with aluminum, iron and
bronze casting this semester.
He will also branch into work
with clay and welded metal and
as well as making a "major effort" with concrete and other
cementitious materials.
"I expect to spend much of
my time this semester studying
the human form in all the various media," the sandy-haired
student said.
The work Teneau exhibited in
last week’s show is "non-objective and reflects an emphasis
on the study of organic form,"
"In the production of these
pieces, I was particularly interested in the forces of growth inherent in any living organism,"
the non-teaching art assistant
said. "All these pieces are cast
In bronze; the surfaces differ
according to the dictates of the
form."
Webb, working toward completion this semester of an MA.
in welded metal sculpture, is
currently doing sculpture in
cast metals and welded metal.
Exhibits of Webb’s sculpture
Include student exhibitions at
SJS, San Jose city college’s 1961
Artists’ Invitational Exhibition
and Richmond art center’s 11th
annual Sculpture and Painting
exhibition. The student received
a merit award for his exhibition
in the Oakland Western Craftsmen’s show during the current
season. This exhibit was subsequently shown in New York
City, Rochester, N.Y., and Cincinnati.
A native of Hayward, Webb
is employed as a graphic artist
for the Materials Preparation
division of the SJS Audio-Visual
department. He received his
B.A. in art with a minor in
German from SJS in 1953. That
same year he entered the military service and was shipped to
Gel litany as an illustrator/interpreter with the Counter-Intelligence corps as a civilian
with the Army.
The four graduate students
plan to go into architectural
sculpture, working with hydra
stone and cementit ions materials
during the coming semeste:

By 1,11.}: C. WILSON
So, too, when he says that under certain conditions the United
WASHINGTON (UPI) A
States, defenseless, would have
military friend of mine with
to surrender. He means that in
much experience in air warfare
absolute terms and within the
put astronaut John H. Glenn’s
time stated, less than 15 years.
achievement in focus for me
This, then, is something for
in frightening focus.
U.S. citizens to consider and to
My friend said: "The greatest
understand. Joseph L. Myler is
danger our country faces flows
the very competent reporter
from the following possibilities:
who writes for United Press In"Science and technology have
ternational the news of the
reached a state which makes it
atomic and H-bombs.
possible to place in space weapSPACE H-BOMB
ons which can control the people
"Joe," I said to him, "what is
of the earth. Such weapons can
this optimum weapon my friend
be developed for an expenditure
mentioned?"
of a few billions of dollars and
"Oh, you know," Joe replied,
can be available by 1970 to 1973.
"it’s that orbital H-bomb. You
"The Russians are aware of
put it in orbit under electronic
this possibility. There may he
control. It spins around the
agreement that space be reservearth until you decide where you
ed for peaceful purposes and
want it to strike. Then, still unthat no weapons be placed in
der control, you bring it over
orbit. If such an agreement were
made, we would keep it and no the target, obtain its re-entry
and let it go. BOOM!"
funds would be appropriated for
"Do we have it, or do the Russpace weapons. The Russians
sians?"
can be expected to go full out,
"No, we don’t have it," Joe redespite any treaty agreement, to
plied. "The Russians could do it
develop such weapons.
rather easily, however, because
NO DEFENSE
they already have put in orbit
"Thus, in 1970 or thereabouts
V,IVf111,’
the people of the United States
would be forced to surrender.
"The antidote to such catasSATURDAY, MARCH 3 - 8:30 P.M.
trophe is to proceed with all
NIGHT
speed, energy and effort to deMORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
s elop optimum weapons for
SEE AND HEAR AMERICA’S LUSTY FOLESINGER
space. Equal priority must be
IN A LIVE RECORDING CONCERT
given to the earliest developFOR FANTASY RECORD COMPANY
ment of defense systems against
space weapons.
"No other problem facing the
United States today is of equal
Importance or fraught with such
rarefy)! consequenees."
with the Flamenco Guitar of LENIN CASTRO
My military friend was thinking out loud. He is an intelligent
man of sound judgment. He does
PRESENTED BY ALPHA TAU OMEGA
not indulge in loose talk nor in
superlatives. When he uses such
words as "the greatest danger
$1.50 PER PERSON
$2.50 PER COUPLE
our country faces today," he
means exactly that.

STAN WILSON

Now
y areonA tlihe spring semester pledgeES
list for Delta Upsilon
fn.
Alley, Fred Bucher, Mike Collett, Wayne Holbrook
terniNt
Rich Keller, Ron Ladrech, Bob Macumber, Dave 5Ieans,
Steve
O’Keefe, Harry Polley, Dick Stewart, Chuck Walsh, and John
Weir.
INTER-DORM DANCE
Inter-dorm council will sponsor a dance this Friday from 8.30
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. in the women’s gym. The dance. open only to
dorm residents, will feature a live dance band and retroshmenti.
Activity cards must be presented for admittance.
EXCHANGE
Hoover Hall will have an exchange with the Stanford graduate
students at Corothers Memorial Hall on the Stanford campus sae
Saturday from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30 am. The record hop will be based
on the St. Petrick’s day theme.

16, with students depasiting a
penny per vote for the choicest
gams.

Sponsored by the freshman
class, the "Gorgeous Gams" contest will seek out the male Spartan with the most beautiful legs.
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Each housing organization
may have two entries. Candidates must have their pictures
taken Thursday or Friday, between 12:20 and 4:30 p.m. in
3127, according to Bob Pisano,
class president.
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For Males Only!
The search is on for the most
"Gorgeous Gams" in San Jose
State.
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’Operation Abolition
Gives True Account’
1
The American Civil Liberties
Union has produced "Operation
Correction" in an attempt to
counter the film "Operation
Abolition." It is my judgment
that they have violated the rules
of scholarship and have produced dishonest propaganda.

A YOLINCI

815.
Foreign nvestments Pay
UPI, A c,imNEV NA
mittee of 19 American companies
claims that every dollar invested
abroad may bring back $9 to the
United States in the long run.

T h eodo r Uppman, young
American baritone and member
of the Metropolitan Opera co.,
will appear in concert tonight at
8:30 in civic auditorium, Market
and San Carlos sts., as the fifth
attraction of the current 26th
annual San Jose Concert Series.
A native of Santa Clara county, Uppman began his singing
career with the Palo Alto high
school a cappella choir.
The young baritone has studied music and drama at Stanford university and the University of Southern California. At
USC, Uppman studied under
- -

Fn., catalog
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Approved Apartments Still
Available for Men & Women
UP TO DATE
MODERN
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
RENTS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

485 So. Ninth St.
CY

7-8877

RENTAL 7e4*IrIt

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
413 E. Santa Clara

Cfp(c..s 5-9910

. Attention All Girls!
Attention All Boys!
ARE YOU
Overweight - Underweight
Put On OR Take Off

’TABLE

2 to 12 Inches
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One More Day
For Rally Posts
The deadline to lilt’ for six
positions on the rally committee
is tomorrow.
The positions open include.
representative-at -large, treasurer, publicity chairman, card
stunt chairman, vice chairman.
and corresponding secretary.
Applications are pow available
in the College Union, according
to Kathy Lynes, present, publicity chairman.
Members of the outgoing executive council and the new
chairman of the rally committee
will apoint the new officers tomorrow.

Sophs Meet Today
is ill hold
The sophommo I
tel the new
the first meetint,
semester today at I :on in SI64.
An Inter-Class council representative will he elected and the
class project will be discussed.

Spartacamp Schedule

ACTING NOW!

Spartacamp is training counselors in regular Thursday night sessions. These sessions are engaging
counselors in group discussions. The
guest sepakeyi air Dr. C. B. Burdick, associate professor of histoiy,
and Dr. .1. E. Blackwell, assistant
professor of sociology.
Instructions are being mailed to
clettrisekers and their alternates. If
they are not received, or anyone
wishes to drop, he may notify John
Olsen. CV 3-91129. lie will refund
all numey if notified before
March N.

Be OPEN
SUNDAY,
MARCH 4th & 11+h

10:00 A.M.
Till

10:00 P.M.
Bring this coupon with you for SPECIAL DISCOUNT
---------------------------------------- Narnn

A major part of the ACLU’s
argument is based on the allegation that the House sub-committee was not in session during
the demonstration of the subpoenaed witnesses in the hearing
room. This is completely in
error.
Both the verbatim transcript
of the hearings and the film
scenes in both "Operation Abolition" (produced by HCUA) and
"Operation Correction" (produced by the ACLU) prove beyond doubt that the committee
was in session during the demonstration scenes inside the
hearing room. Mrs. Barbara
Hartle can be seen in the films
sitting at the witness table
(lower left-hand corner of the
pictures I waiting to testify
while the demonstrators immediately behind her shout at the
committee.
At the beginning of the demonstration scenes, the voice of
the committee interrogator can
be heard above the shouts of the
demonstrators, saying, ".. Barbara Hartle, please resume the
witness stand." The verbatim
transcript shows this call for
Mrs. Hartle occured immediately
after Chairman Willis gavelled
the session to order.
Therefore, "Operation Abolition" is correct in giving the impression that the committee was
in session during this demonstration. "Operation Correction"

Two Organizations
Elect New Officers
Pi Delta Omega. a profet;sional organization open to those
women majoring in law enforcement, corrections. anti related
fields, held elections for the
semester.
Those elected to office wereDodie Battle, president; Linda
Fry, vice president; Carolyn
Banks. secretary; Pat Wagner,
reasurer; Carolee Booth, publvi I y chairman.
An initiation dinner was held
Vtaincsday. al the Hawaiian
Gardens.
Spartan Spears, sophomore
women’s honorary service organization, elected new of
for the spring semester.
The new officers are: Mary
Nelson. president; Janet
vi’,’ president; Jeanne Longinotti, secretary; Pat Thompson.
treasurer; Cathy Bromage. historian; Pauline Dingacei, Agnew
chairman; Janice Winsor, registration chairman.
Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary
accounting society at SJS, held
its. first rush function of the
semester.
The society is ojsni to ac.
counting majors who have completed a year of college account
ing and have a 3.0 grade -point
average in all tux:minting elasse,
attempted with 2.0 over-all
average.

of 5 or over. SPECIAL DISCOUNTS we
Got together n group and ’.AVE’

11[1111v

given al She,.,

Thrust and Parry
has no basis for challenging this
point.
Run Illrehard
A10191$

’Conservatism Okay
If It is Honest’
am v&riting this letter ID MI%
erence to the editorial in the
Feb. 26 issue of Spartan Daily,
Since I have been unable to
attend San Jose State regularly,
I am always somewhat surprised
at the changes in the school
each time I return.
Last spring, I returned after
an absence of two semesters to
find a growing spirit of conservatism on our campus. This was
understandable since conservatism was, and is, making great
strides nationwide. This is all
well anti good if it is honest)
as far as I am concerned.
But, if this trend is based on
ignorance, intolerance and bigotry, it serves no good purpose.
If it attracts people whose
minds are closed, whose personal
attraction toward it is based on
a shallow guise of patriotism,
and those who are ignorant in
the ways of human decency,
then it serves an evil purpose.
This spring, I again returned
to SJS, and lo and behold, the
witch-hunters turned up too.
Gentlemen, I am not only surprised, but confaSed by your
tactics.
If you stand for Americanism
I’d love to hear "your" definition), what are you doing sneaking around in a classroom with
a hidden tape-recorder? If you
believe in freedom (another definition, please) why do you sponsor speakers and show films and
support causes which make a
mockery of the word?
I also wonder why the school
administration hasn’t taken action on this topic. (I’m full of
questions!) Why aren’t the faculty advisers to this group of
young "patriots" reprimanded
for allowing this infringement
of rights to occur? Are they giving support toil?
Charles: V. Giarratana
A54I9

ARCIIIES STEAK HOUSE
The Nit/Irian Henri. . r nos

CHICKEN DINNER

81.25

Itrolltor:
In the Feb. 26 issue of Spartan Daily, there was an editorial
stating that members of an
ult ra-conservat ive organization
were auditing classes and their
professors. The editorial also
stated that this organization is
trying to do our thinking for us.
1 would like to know why the
writer of the editorial didn’t
give the names of the auditors,
the classes and professors audited, and the name of the organization that is supposed to be
doing this.
I believe that if the Spartan
Daily would print the facts instead of generalizations, which
it has a bad habit of doing, we
students just might he able to
do our own thinking.
As a mater of fact, haw do
you expect us to believe what
was printed in that editorial

.+1.)

%ARK 1\4;
,1’1 01141

Editor s Note
The Spartan Daily was in error Mon
day when it stated in its editorial that
-an ultracon ----- five organiiation
on campus" was auditing courses
for the purpose of "Red -hunting."
The editorial should not have impliid that an organization on
campus was responsible for such sc.
fivities but only that individuals were
perishing in such a drive. The Spartan
Daily would like to apologize to any
persons or organizations affected by
the error.
Editor
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FASHION TO FEED THE
BIRDS BY:
THE SLIM COTTON KNIT
Cotton

p,.
interpe-.

You rebound f.
Sprino
cotton knit! In qrenn.

1.1 2-1117

11.98

ml
I air Shopping

FREE

until the facts are given? Until
then and only then will we be
able to forrn our own concluseam on solid evidence instead of
generalizations that might be
misleading and distorted.
I tun nen destining what the
Nriter ter the editorial said, but
I strongly believe that the students at San Jose be told the
facts and not just generalizations.
Bill Pollairek
ASB 17793

. . . When II Crtf//e..i let

Great Chow at Low Low Prices
SPECIAL STEAK DINNER

s1.10

’Generalizations
Inadequate Evidence’
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TONIGHT’S THE NIGHT
E.:
Something New
=
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Major

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
CY 5-9910
Between 9th & 10th on E. SANTA CLARA
L- --------------------------------------For aPPoinfmenf call CY 5-9910 for "Cookie.- By appointrnent only,
.,11 come explain our program and the benefits if has to offer tn
’turns.

Carl Ebert, former director of
the Berlin Municipal opera.
Uppman’s performances at
the Metropolitan since his 1953
debut with the company, include
roles under Bruno Walter in
"The Magic Flute." Pierre Monteux in "Pelleas at Meliasande"
and Karl Boehm in "Don Giovanni."
International fame was gained
by Unman when he created
the title role
Benjamin Brit ten’s opera "Billy Budd" for its
world premiere in 1951 at London’s Convent Garden opera,
Uppman’s concert is presented by San Jose Music and
Arts foundation.
Tickets are on sale at $3.90,
:1.20, 2.50 and 1.95 at Sherman
Clay, 89 S. First st.. daily from
10:30 a.m.-530 p.m. Tickets will
also be sold at civic auditorium
tomorrow night after 7:15.

Before Summer by

For Your Convenience We Will

Age

40’

Editor’s Not: Thrust and Parry let’
tens, because of space limitations, will
be limited to maximum of 250 words.
Letters exceding this amount either
will not be printed or will be edited
to conform to length. The editor also
the right to edit letters to
conform to style end good taste. Letters of personal attacks will not be
printed. All letters must include the
writer’s signature and ASII number.

res.
will be
Class tor beginners 7_8 p.m.
Friday from
each
held
the Women’s gymnasium,
the direction of
room 21, under
assistant pro0r. John P. Blitz,
English.
of
fessor
will
Last semester’s beginners
same room at 8
meet in the
pm., also on Friday evenings.
Intermediate dancers will folsession,
low at 930 for an hour
Special kolo parties, at which
by
folk dances are performed
members of the group, are
scheduled for each month.
The dates, all Friday evenings,
May 11,
are Mar’Ch 9. April 6,
and June 1. Starting time is
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Spartan Baseball Club Lose!,
4-3, To Gator Nine in S.F.

Small Colleges Meet

Spartan Cindermen Launch
Season Tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.
Coach Bud Winter’s SJS track
team opens its 1962 inlet collegiate
track season tomorrow at 1:30
p.m. when the annual Small Colleges meet gets underway on the
Spartan 0%al.
Schools competing against San
J.Jse in the meet are University of
I’Reifie, Cal Poly of San Luis
Obispo and, possibly. San Francisco stute and Alameda state.
A meet between Coach Dean
Miller’s (rush spikers and Foothill college will be run concurrently with the varsity competi-

tion. Varsity and SJS frosh-Faxehill ekcills will be alternated.
Although the "small college"
teallts have several fine athletes,
they should prove no match for
the nationally prominent Spartan
cinder squad. The competion will
mostly provide a warm-up meet
tor SJS , now pointing toward ha March 10 Stanford Relays.
Jimmy Otnagbemi will head tla
San Jose sprint corps as DCIihis
Johnson, who ran four 9.3 centuries last year, will probably not
be able to compete. Johnson
suffering tram the ageravatitin of

Tourney Draws Matmen
Coach Hugh Mumby’s wrestlers
continue preparation today for the
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate wrestling tournament, to be held all day
Friday and Saturday at the UM%ersity of California at Berkeley.
Mumby plans to enter nine men
in the tournament, instead of the

it leg injury sustained late la season.
Ornaglxmi, the 31 -year old Nigerian flash, should fill in for
Johnson in superb fashion, however. He has ’a best mark of 9.4
in the 100.
Sonic- of the hotteet competition
could he in the javelin where SJS’
I tan S111(1711.1y faces Cal Poly’s Twit)
1:tlIstein.sson. Studney fired the
:pear 225-91:: in last week’s interclass meet. while Hallsteinsson
ta, a best of 215 feet even.
t ’al Poly’s best chance of placing
tuat in an event is probably in the
high jump. Dennis Jones has
cleared 640., for the Mustangs.
VARSITY SCHEDULE:
March 3Small Col’ege meet at SJS.
March 10Stanford Relays.

usual eight hi’ wrestles in iegular
March 17Vandenberg AFB at SJS
March 25Cal: Oregon, at Berkeley.
dual meets. putting George Ilea
March 3ISfanford, there.
in the heavyweight spot and shutApril 7SCVYV at SJS.
tling the other wrestlers.
April 7Santa Clara Youth Village
The local squad has now %ion at SJS.
April 14Armed Forces meet at SJS.
four meets in a row and has comApril 2IFresno state at SJS.
piled a 7-4 total record for the
April 28Mt. San Antonio Relays,
season.
Walnut.
May
May
May
geles.
May
tional,
May
June
June

4All Corners meet. Sunnyvale.
I2West Coast Relays, Fresno.
laColiseum Relays, Los An.

VA

Truly TODAY in spirit...
fresh, sophisticated, beautiful ...
yours from your
MASTER JEWELER

447/fe
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Fraternities Resume
Cage Action Tonight

dropped from the schedule.
Adding recruits over the vacation. Phi Sig and PiKA both will
be looking to sweep their remaining tilts. Both won’t be able to,
however, for they square off March
8 in what should be a thriller.
The Phi Sigs have added Russ
Mayfield, who led them to the IFC
championship last year, to their
roster. Mayfield will join 6’ 7" Dick
Catlett, 6’ A" Dave Fleming. and
6 6" Darryl Sethi’ in a formidable
front line rotation.
The PiKAs have added Tom
George and Jack Proctor to all
already well-rounded team.
Theta Chi has the schedule favoring them. with PiKA the only
team in the top four they will have
to face from now on.
Tonight. the Phi Sigs take on
Sigma Pi, PiKA encounters Theta
Xi. DU plays Delta Sigma and
Theta Chi will face Sigma Chi.
In other action, Sigma Alpha I silon faces Sigma Nu.
"We’re going to have top ei
dating for the important 11.,
games coming up." Intramural,. I
z ector Dan Unruh reassured.

19Northern California Invita
Stanford.
26California Relays, Modesto
PAA, Stanford.
9Compton Invitational.

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI’
Architect Vincent G. Raney Tuesday offered a plan to fight the
wind problem at Candlestick park
by encasing it in a plastic screen.,
Raney said the whole stadium
coud be covered with 10 acres
of saran cloth at a cost of $2,300.000.
The architect was hired by San
Francisco Giants stockholder Sam
. Cohen. a restaurateur.
Cohen holds one share of stock
in the club and said he hired
Raney to draw up plans for the
price of the stock.
Raney said the plastic screen.
much like that used on windows
and doors, would require no maintenance and would have to be:
’hanged only once in 10 years at
:ost of $100.000.
He said the screen not only
would keep out most of the wind,
out would absorb and transmit
beat, making the park ,% en
sv:irmer.

Assistants Needed

72 SOUTH FIRST STREET

The varsitv and freshman track
teams need five student assistants. Anyone interested should eonCY 7-0920 tact Coach Bud Winter or Coach
Dean Miller in MG120.

Is this the only reason for
using Mennen Sk;n Bracer?

,alailisst
Skin Bracer’s rugged. longiasting aroma is an oh
vious attribute. But is it everything?
. .. -.. . 1
After all. Menthol -Iced Skin Bracer is the after -shave elil,,kit11-)141f,i,r
lotion that cools rather than burns. It helps hea:
shaving nicks and scrapes. Helps prevent blemishes
Conditions your skin.
r. 2 C C
Aren’t these sound, scientific virtues more important i
than the purely emotional effect Skin Bracer has on
women? In that case, buy a bottle. Andhave fun =331

In tlit

unearned run when Ir.
Moe. worked the pi teller tor
Ile went to second on WI el:
Moe went to third can a
.
ball and scored on a sacrifice
by the pitcher, Flanagan.
The acme remained bra
the seventh when Sati Jose,
Ken Takahashi led off win.
gle. Pitcher Steve Guerin.
out and outfielder Ed Dangers
law
out.
With two men out. catcher
Ka
Ertl singled, sending
Takahashi I,
NIGERIAN SPRINTER Jim Ogmagbemi takes first place in the
third. lie scored moment, iuter
75 -yard dash in the interclass track meet. Bruce McCullough,
another single by sboittstoli
ftki,
second from right, was second and Bob Bonds, left, was third.
Lindenman.
In the last half of au
San Francisco state earn
with (lire bases-on-balls snot
gle to score two runs.
The Spat tans were Mired
la tin.
Jaramillo.
der in the eighth inning.
The Spartans went ahead in the
In the ninth Gary Vice led
WI
fourth when Steve Chell led off
with a single but the Spartan i with a single. Bob Pimentel tripled,
not score as the followin,
Four teams resume an all-out for first place, with Phi Sigma scoring (’hell,
were retired in order.
John Van Anburg flied out to
assault on the IFC basketball Kappa in second, and Delta Upchampionship tonight, with the silon and Alpha Tau Omega tied left, Pimental held his base. Ed
Bauer sent a sacrifice fly to left,
scheduling and time factor wearing for third.
Cho, trained stylidy
scoring Pimentel. The S’,,artziri,
ere ie demand. We
on their members’ nerves.
However. ATO was disqualified
place our graduates
The semester break left Pi from participation in IFC athletics led 2 to 1.
tee
Pe 01011$ is
Kappa Alpha and Theta Chi tied over the break anti has been
the hair styling field

Saran Wrap Top
For Controversial
Candlestick Park?

SO
VERY
NEW

imam
TWO fulls ito lta
gave the San Francisco Gators a
4-3 win over the Spartans in the
opening baseball game of the season.
The Spartans have two games
earning up this weekend, at Santa
Clara Friday at 7 p.m. and a home
game with Stanford Saturday at
1 p.m.
The Gators, who came from behind Tuesday to push two runs
limns in the seventh, held on to
give SJS its first defeat.
San Ftancisco started the scoring in the third inning when, with
one out, Jarrunillo the center fielder, beat out an infield single. Joe
Panello, the left fielder, grounded
out to second base.
The Gators’ second baseman singled through the infield, scoring

San Jose Cage
Tourney Slated
By Newman Club

A round-robin basketball tour- ’
nament featuring teams from
northern California and Nevada is
being sponsored by the San Jose
State Newman club Saturday.
Fifteen clubs, including squads
from the University of California,
San Francisco state, San Francisco city college, and San Jose
city college, will vie from 8 am.
to 7 p.m. Saturday.
Trophies will be presented at an

Pi Kappa Alpha ..... .
Theta Chi ..
Phi Sigma Kappa
Delta Upsilon .
Alpha Tau Omega*
Sigma Chi
Theta Xi
.......
Delta Sigma Phi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Nu
.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Pi
Disqualified.

HARRY EDWARDS, 6 foot 8
inch center, takes a shot in San
Jose State’s losing cause against
USF. The Dons won the game
last Friday 54-52.
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Information Available
Now
Remember, the tar, schoui
gives the best tratran4

San Jose
Beauty College
166 S. SECOND

awards dance Saturday night in
the Women’s gym.

CV 8-4388

SPECIAL

GOLF RATES
To SJS FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

$1.00

STANDINGS

W
4
4
.4

These are eell.oai,
,obs with Wens fai
(GOT
for advancement. Call lot info,
met,on etevf our
modern leeching
methods

SATURDAY. SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
FROM I I A.M. to I P.M.
I F.PLA to 2 PM.
AFTER 2 P.M

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB
SOUTH WHITE ROAD

NEAR STORY ROAD

/

3ra diliee

BlaiI/Blue
S39.511
Repp tie. and II ’or.ii-$1
0.5 ford h "mac

THE INTELLIGENT

19.95

APPROACH
TO BALDNESS

S. I. TUROFF, DIRECTOR

If you’ve read this far the chances
are strong that you are concerned
with excessive hairfall, overly dry
or oily scalp, itching, excessive
spots. If that is the case, what you
need NOW is VERY important to
you!

Several things can cause baldness. Predominant is poor
circulation, infectious dandruff, poor oil gland activity.
Persistent neglect, or an attitude of "I’ll do something some
day" leads to only one result . . . complete and shiny
baldness! When that happens, the condition is hopeless,
forever!
Turoff specialists know and understand the problems of
baldness. We have achieved results that have made us
California’s leading experts, with 10 offices and more
pending. We have one million treatments behind us. Bring
your hair problem to us now. Examination is free. No
appointment needed.

!THE

hAIR 8/ SCA

osRer’s

CALIFORNIA’S LEAVING HAIR WICIALLSTS
CV 8-4630
Hours: Daily, 11 am
NO APPT. NEEDED

8 p m Sat, 1torn 3 p m
THURS. 4 P M 8 PM.

SAN JOSE: 28 No, 1st St.

1300 Commercial Bldg.)
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Cagers To Try Again
For First WCAC Win

Spartans will
San Jose States
out of double
be trying to keep
Coast Athletic
figures in the West
conference loss column tomorrow
journey to Oaknight when they
p.m. clash with St.
land for an 8
Mary’s college.
frosh
Coach Danny GIInes’ SJS
first win since
its
after
be
will
December in the preliminary conGael frosh.
test against the
Following Tuesday’s 69-48 drubbing by Santa Clara, Coach Stu
in
Inman’s Spartan varsity is 0-9

WCAC play. This unenviable record includes five forfeited victories and four subsequent on-thecourt losses.
St. Mary’s, on the other hand,
has been in title contention in the
WCAC ever since they picked up
their first win, a forfeit over San
Jose. The Spartans had defeated
the Gaels 51-37 on the hardwoods.
St. Mary’s has a 6-2 mark in
league play to trail Pepperdine’s
loop-leading Waves by a game and
a half. The Gaels’ record includes

Lindsay’s 27 Points High
In Independent Hoop Action
.S.ith Lindsay and Chris Philbrick Lindsay’s 27 was high for all games
scored 27 and 22 points, respective- for the night.
Bill Franzmann was high with 15
ly. to lead Lad Manor to a 61-41
tromping of Anonymous Tuesday in for Anonymous.
Mouldies Oldies edged APO, 34independent intramural action.
32, despite an 18-point APO effort
by Jim Sweeney. Frank Bardsley
led Mouldies with 11.
Gene Cochran’s 12 points led the
Question Marks to a 40-20 victory
over the Pink ’rubbers. Bruce
The Spartan swim team faces Bane’s nine points was high for
Stanford tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in the latter squad.
The Gobblers beat Gregory’s, 44the SJS pool. The local mermen
are undefeated thus far this sea- 33. Jim Maynard was high for the
son holding wins over Oregon and Gobblers with 13 and Bob Stralia
led Gregory’s with 12.
Oregon st a 1

Indian Aquamen
Here Tomorrow

SUMMER JOBS
IN EUROPE
Write to:
AMERICAN STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE
22, AVE. DE LA LIBERTE, LUXEMBOURG

COLLEGE CONCERT

TRIO
THE KINGSTON
PERFORMANCE
RECORDED IN LIVE

a pair of wins over potent Loyola.
Inman says he will probably
start the same five players tomorrow who got the nod against Santa
Clara: Dennis Bates and Rolf Dahl
at forwards; Bill Yonge and Gene
Citta at guards, and Harry Edwards at center.
The SJS mentor praised the play
of his club in the Bronco contest.
He pointed out that the Spartans
had out -rebounded Santa Clara and
had shot at a 47 per cent clip In
the first half.
Inman credited SJS’ second half
collapse to cold shooting which saw
the Spartans’ field goal percentage
drop to 28 per cent.
Inman termed the 6-8 Edwards’
performance as "much improved."
Edwards scored seven points in the
first half against the Broncos (nine
over-all) and gathered several valuable rebounds.
Bronco forward Gene Shields
came in for much praise by Inman. "Shields is a brutal -looking
shooter but he makes even the bad
shots," he said.

Gymnastics Crew
Prepares To Face
Sacto Saturday

sports
DAILV-5

Thursday.

SJS, Santa Clara
Tennis Teams Vie

FORWARD BOB NYE of San Jose State tallies two points in
Tuesday night’s SJS-Santa Clara basketball game. Santa Clara
went on to win the game 69-48 to give San Jose its ninth loss
photo to. hut banpmir
in WCAC play.

Leon Wagner Big Man
In L.A. Angels’ Plans

PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (UPI
One of the big men in the plans
San Jose States gymnastics of manager Bill Rigney of the Los
squad will take a juant to Sacra- Angeles Angels this year is outmento Saturday, to take on the fielder Leon Wagner.
Sacramento state gymnasts, at
Wagner was the pleasant sur7:30 p.m.
prise of the 1961 campaign when
The locals will be hungry for a he batted .280 and knocked in 79
victory after a heartbreaking 63- runs.
62 loss to San Francisco state
"It was determination that did
Saturday.
They will be heavily banking on It," said the 26-year-old who is
the performance of Ted Carter, known to his teammates as
who won two of the Spartans’ five "Cheeks."
event first places, and placed sec"I was determined when the
ond in two more against the
Angeles brought me up from ToGators.
ronto that I was boing to stay in
Following their performance at
the big leagues. I was so deterSacramento. the Spartans, coached
mined that I would have hit Naby Clair Jennett, will prepare for
tional League pitching as well as
a meet with the Stanford Indians,
I did the American League.
here on March 9.
"And Harry Walker, St. Louis
coach, made a much better fielder out of me than I ever had been
before. When the San Francisco
Giants traded me to St. Louis, I
was having trouble with my fielding. But Walker worked on me
for hours. Any improvement I
have had in that department
should be credited to him.

has indicated he may not use the
left-handed hitting outfielder
against "certain types" of southpaws.
The other outfielders on the Angel roster who are slated for duty
are little Albie Pearson, Ken Hunt
and Lee Thomas. Rigney says
there is a good chance he’ll give
Thomas a good tryout at first
base. In that case, the outfield
seems to be well set with Pearsor
Hunt and Wagner.
"Maybe the American League
pitching was below par last
year," says Leon. "But I lit ir VP
ion hit any kind of pitching
now.
"I’m a pull hitter. It’s too b.,
I’m not in the National Leag,i,
where I could get a chance to
play in New York’s Polo Grourt,’,
That’s made for pull hitters."
Wagner still lives in San Fr,
cisco, where he owns a liq,
store in the Fillmore District. I
he’s happy with the Angels a ,,
is thankful that he’s found n
in the majors as a regular.

"And when my fielding Improved, then my hitting got go- Track Men Needed
ing. It stopped me from worryAny freshmen with any shotp,
ing."
or discus experience are asked
Wagner figures he’ll play in at contact freshman track <4,
least 130 games this year. Rigney Dean Miller in MG120.

Tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. San Jose
State’s tennis squad will take on
the Santa Clara Broncos on the
Spartan tennis courts.
The meet is the first dual meet
action for the locals. They were
hosts of the Northern California
Intercollegiate tennis championships last week.
The action will come fast and
thick for the next week, however.
After facing the Broncos, the locals

Angels Hope For
Thomas’ Recovery

meet Stanford university Tuesday,
and the University of San Francisco Friday. March 9.
Stanford sports Yoshi Minegiihi.
..vho was second seeded in the recent NorCal tourney at San Jose,
and who reached the semi-finals.
The following week, the Spat-tans will face the University of
California, who had three repte! sentatives in the semi-finals of the
Not-cal trurnamnnt.

cd- _,- . . . . ,. ,-_,-. . .". ,.,. . .- . . . . . N
1
,
STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clan.
CYpress 2-7726

, Tender
110
PALM SPRINGS (UPI,
’FL.
72,
RIB STEAK
Los Angeles Angels today hopt-;
N Armour Star thick sic.
for a speedy recovery of first bas,%
BACON, 2-1b. PKG.
98c bs
man-outfielder Lee Thomas, wh.
was placed on limited servic. qBoneless
lb.
Tuesday when X-rays disclosed b.
CORNED BEEF
43e
had a broken bone in his righ \
Fresh
lb.
foot.
LINK SAUSAGE
.
4Sc
’Thomas’ workouts for the tire
being must be limited, but if I. i.1 ArmourLARD. 16S-flabrCPuArNe
NED
2.99
finds he has no difficulties or pal:
he may increase his activity." Dr.
Import Cheese
by pc.
Robert Kerlan, who examined
"AQUILA ROMANO
lb. 99c to
Thomas, said.

DISCOUNT
per
2c esL 3c gal.
92+ Octane Reg. 100+
Octane Ethyl
Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell X-I 00, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube .... qt. can 313a
Castrol

qt. can 50e

100% Eastern Bulk
qt. 190
2-Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern
$1.29
Cigarettes
package 220

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th & Williams

6th & Krys

10th &

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS

they’ve got another live one
Three thousand UCLA students cheered, stomped,
whistled and yelled in delight at one of the Kingston
Trio’s greatest live concerts. Here are the reasons
why: "Little Light
Coplas Revisited... Chilly
Winds ... Oh, Miss Mary ...Laredo ... 0 Ken Karanga ...Roddy McCorley M.T. A.... 500 Miles ...
The Shape of Things ...Where Have All The Flowers
Gone?... Goin’ Away For To Leave You:’ Some are
the Kingston’s tremendous hits. Some are great new
numbers, never before recorded. All are the songs
that made a concert you’d want to attend. You can.
Capitol recorded it.

FREE BOOK COVERS... featuring fullcolor photos of the
Kingston Trio and other great Capitol stars. Look for them
at your favorite record store. You’ll have the bestdresSed
books in sch001...and for free.

LENKURT ELECTRIC CO.
Is conducting on -campus interviews
March 2 - Friday
LENKURT ELECTRIC CO. is one of the
world’s major specialists in multiplexing and microwave radio equipment for
telephone, telegraph and high speed
data transmission; a principal supplier
of this equipment to the telephone industry, and a leading authority in development of electronic communications.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENTere extremely important in UMW’S operations. Continuing ass leader in the
field of Communications requires not
only keeping up with the latest techniques, but also advancing electronic
science and product design. LENKURT
does both in its extensive San Carlos
Laboratories, while concentrating on
product development.
Our position is considered first in the
Industry and our equipment has won
worldwide recognition for quality and
technical refinements.
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING IN JUNE
... and are interested in finding more
about lenkurt, its opportunities and facilities on the beautiful San Francisco
Peninsula, contact your Placement Office for an oncampus interview with
Don Newtc, ., Engineering Placement
Officer.

1ENIII/R7 ELECTRIC
fliffRAl

1105 County Road
San Carlos, California

GMT%

111:0503.

Alburr, Available if Your

P^’^’d

HOUSE of RECORDS
CORNER OF THIRD & SAN FERNANDO

IBM
WILL
INTERVIEW
MARCH
15

N

Candidates for Bachelor’s or Master’s Degrees are invited to discuss opportunities in:
PROGRAMMING
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING & SALES
This is a unique opportunity to find out about
the many career opportunities at IBM. The
IBM representative can discuss with you typical jobs, various training programs, chances
for advanced education, financial rewards,
and company benefitsall important factors
that affect your future.
SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM
An Unusual Growth Story: IBM has had one
Of the exceptional growth rates in industry. It
has been a planned growth, based on ideas
and products having an almost infinite application in our modern economy.
Diverse and Important Products: IBM develops, manufactures and markets a wide range
of products in the data processing field. IBM
computers and allied products play a vital
role in the operations of business, industry,
science, and government.
Across -the -Country Operations! Laboratory
and manufacturing facilities are located in

Endicott. Kingston. Owego, Poughkeepsie.
Vestal, Yorktown, N Y.; Burlington. Vermont;
Lexington, Ky.: San Jose, Calif.: Bethesda,
Md.; and Rochester, Minn Headquarters is
located in New York City with sales and service offices in 180 major cities throughout the
United States.
The Accent is on the Individual: No matter
what type of work a person does at IBM, he
is given all the responsibility he is able to
handle, and all the support he needs to do
his job. Advancement is by merit.
The areas in which IBM is engaged have an
unlimited future. This is your opportunity to
find out what that future has to otter you. All
qualified applicants will be considered for
employment without regard to race. Creed,
color or national origin.
Your placement officer can help you to learn
more about IBM. He can give you literature
describing the many career fields at IBM. He
will arrange an appointment for you with the
IBM representative. If you cannot attend an
Interview, write or call the manager of the
nearest IBM office:
J W. Luke, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. IIS2
1955 The Alameda
San Jose 26, Calif.
Phone: CH 8-2620

IBMYou natusaiks have a boner chaste to roar *VI a Wooftb egalwallk

Taylor

6STAlltTAN DAM?

Thursday. March 1. 1962

Two Ma ’ors Join SJS ROTC Staff,,
Two military officers from two
different branches of service who
pummel parallel careers as English
teachers overseas for the University of Maryland have joined the
staff of San Jose State.
They are Maj. Joe Tarpley,
AFROTC assistant professor of air
science, and Maj. Russell Johnson.
ROTC assistant professor of military science.
Major Tarpley, a graduate of
Howard Payne college iii BrOWILWisld, Tex., earnest his M.A. at
Hardin - Simmons university, and
did graduate work at Texas Tech
in Lubbock.
EUROPEAN MISSIONS
During World War II, Major
Tar ploy participated in a number
of bombing missions over Europe,
serving as a navigator on heavy
bombers.
In 1945, the major left the service to complete his studies. His first
teaching assignment came in 1948,
and until 1951 he taught English
at Hardin-Simmons, his alma
mater, and at Tarleton state college.
In 1952, the major re-enlisted
and joined the faculty at the Command and Staff college at Montgomery. Ala., where he taught
"Writing as an effective tool of
management."
POSITION IN ICELAND
Following his assignment at the
Air Force’s staff college, the major was sent to Iceland to teach
the freshman composition course
for the University of Maryland.
His favorite memory of arctic
duty was "watching the sun try to
set from 9 p.m. until midnight.
"The course I was teaching was
dismissed at midnight and then the
sun finally set." commented the
major.

The Air Force officer then returned to Hie United States where:
he filled an assignment at the Pentagon, as the original project off
cer for the Air Force Officer Education program. Nationwide dropouts from the AFROTC program

entitled, "American ideals as reflected in Alaviaean lit era ure."
The last teaching assignment the
major filled prior to coming to SJS
was in a quonsel hut near MunsanKorea. There, he taught English for the University of Mary-

Job Interviews

Note: Interviews are held in Hsi
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the
interview. Students are roquested to
sign up early.Ed.

MAJ. RUSSELL JOHNSON

MAJ. JOE TARPLY

have ranged from 90 to 100.000 in
the lower division. The new scheme
allows men to enter the AFROTC
in their junior year. to obtain a
$1100 per year scholarship. and to
be graduated in two years as second lieutenants.
NEW PROGRAM’S I /0AL
The goal of the program in.strumerited by Major Tarpley is to
"save all this waste, and still get
our needed 4000 qualified second
lieutenants each year. "I certainly
hope to see this prop am implemented here at San Jose State," added
the major.
Major Russell Johnson is a 1951
graduate of West Point, where he
served as editor of the Pointer for
a year. The ROTC officer also participated in debate. His first duty
assignment was Germany. where
he was involved with the anti-aircraft artillery.
In 1956, after returning to Columbia university, the major earned
his master’s degree. In that year,
he too returned to his alma mater.
West Point, to teach English.

land’s extension division.
BEST STUDENTS
His two best students, he recalled, were a Swedish and a Swiss
officer from the Panmunjom truce
team.
"These boys were extremely
sharp," he said. "’They were one of
113 selected from each of their
countries, from a waiting list of

BIG AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
Women and married men over 21: $78
less $13 dividend, or a net of $65
(based on current 17 per cent dividend).
Single men under 25: $252 less $43 ,
dividend, or a net of $209.
$10/20.000 Bodily Injury Liability:
$5.000 Property Damage and $500
Medical Payments. Other coverages at
AT WEST POINT
comparable savings. Payments can be
In the Point’s first experimental
made once, twice or four times a year.
Call or write for full information to
program of accelerated instruction,
George M. Campbell, 566 Maple Avenue,
Major Johnson taught 60 of the
Sunnyvale, REgent 9-1741 (day & nite).
I
- .1 1’01.1150
it

REDUCED PRICES
DA\ STROMATEATH
STEREO/HI-Fl KITS

Spartaguide
TODAY
English dept., meeting of majors,
cafeteria rooms A and B, 1-3 p.m.
Young Republicans, guest speaker Max Rafferty, "Crisis in California Education," cafeteria rooms
A and B. 3:30 p.m.
Student Affiliates American
Chemical society, meeting, S216,
1:30 p.m.
Model United Nations Chairman
Orientation. intioductoly meeting,
College Union, 2 p.m.
1Vonien’s Recreation assn., baskethall, WG23, 7 p.m.
AIEE-IRE, offices. and committee meeting, E103, 2:30 p.m.
Model United Nations, position
papers due, College Union. 7:15 p.m.
Arab American Student atom., int roductory meeting and election of
441,
Union, 7 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Mu. annual picture
sale in front of Spartan bookstore,
,.30 a.m.-3 p.m.

on PLACE AN AD:
CO at Student Affairs Office
Room IS, Tower Hall, or
Sand in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

SJS Police Need
and
Names of Crews
For Emergencies
Cionpus police today issued a request for information from students who are members of area
emergency forces.
Members of police or fire departments, ambulance company ensployees and civil defense officials
who are taking classes at SJS are
being asked to leave their names,
class schedule and any on-campus
phone number at the campus police office in the Buildings and
Grounds office.

American history. the material is
combined and taken as ft
Whole
He explained that the
students
are better able to see how all
these
subjects are interrelated
when
studied in this way.
Actually, there is no such
thing
as a humanities major,
although
a minor in humanities ),.
uttered.
The program is really all
inter.
departmental general
educates]
course. "Six or seven
dePartnients
participate In offering the
course
material," Dr. Williams said.
The courses, humanities IA,
111,
2A and 28 are designed as
a twoyear sequence, and satisfy
the
following general education
re.
quirements: social sciences
liters lure, philosophy, the ails, anti
al
and written commit:fir:alien,
f
o
r
O
Humanities students spend Much
their time discussing lapin
in fields such as literature, pill*
llytelaCralpet hrtio(viziv>,.s.
PIhnYthaendtwpoo
tudents
cover the ancient Greek culture
to the present.
"Only the upper quarter of the
entering freshmen students are
allowed to enter the program."
said Dr. Williams.

"This way we can contact students if their departments issue an
Although anyone with a high
emergency call," explained Ralph
C. Gough, head of the campus se- enough scholastic record can en,
ter the program, English, general
NEEDS LISTED
curity organization.
elementary, political science and
Teachers are especially needed
The campus police department’s social scien, e majors dominate
in physics, chemistry, biology,
the result of an emer- the 620 pular enrellineki
mathematics, English, history, and request is
gency call from the Mountain View
geography.
fire department recently.
ase Rellerskating
Accepted candidates will receive
training fellowships at Teachers
The north county agency reRSPOA
college and/or Makerere college, quested SJS to find members of
ROLLERLAND
Kampala, Uganda. On completion their department taking clashes
Spatial Rates to Students
they will receive two-year appoint- here. Gough explained. "We could
1066 THE ALAMEDA
ments as salaried education offi- not locate niany of their men."
cers in East Africa.
Further information may be obtained by writing to Teachers for
East Africa, Teachers College, Coa
ibm
ul
University,
New York
27,
(To all SJS Students)
N.Y.
PREFER ITNMARRIEDS
In selecting teachers for service, preference will be given to
young, single teachers. Married
teachers may apply for the program, and in the event they are
selected, travel will be provided
for depndents.
Male applicants must have either
completed their military obligation or secured deferment from
their draft boards prior to departure for Africa.

For ap.
e
tall
CV 3-8804

Commercial Barber Shop

El
"We’re next to Herold’s Shoes’S.

FOR SALE

Have apt. Won’t travel. Need two a
,pruce face. to share. Two-story unapproved ec
/case. $70 or CV 5-5308,
6 p.m.
One girl to share apartment with three
Motorcycle, 250 cc. 57 . 275 S. 13t1. at same. CV 7-6480. 460 So, I0th apt. 8
Y 2.7419 afer 6.
Wanted: Arranger for folk -song arc,c.
’53 Olds 88 Hardtop. Full power. Ezcel- Ph. CV 2 7639.
a. CV 3.6339.
Need on* male to share flat w:fh
Approved boarding house contract. 8.g others. $25 ma. 239 5.4th St. CV 8.5201
-v. Female. CV 3-4698.
Male student To ’here unapp. apt $35
VM..4 track tape recorder & typewriter per rno. 561 Sc 7th St. Apt. 2 ei.e. 4 in
Cr’ 2.3010. Joe.
TRANSPORTATION
RENTALS
Ride or riders from Morgan Hill. Pfcci,
2 Br. furnished apt. 452 So, 4th St. Call 779.9090.
Cr’ 4.5085 or AL 2.3420.
Want to start car pool. San Lorenzo
Apts. suitable for 2. 3, or 4 men stu- Call Lc,- Cantrell BP 8.2329.
vvienvs. See Mgr. Apt. 19, 686 So. 8t1, St
MISCELLANEOUS
CT 3.8864.
TypingTheses,
Term papers, Reports.
Rm. Mod. Unf. Apt. Stove, mfr. $45
et- CT 3.0208.
So II th. $80couple.
HELP WANTED
3 Vacancies, Men. Approved; large, modorn rcoms. Kit. prin. Free wash and dry. Wanted: her., boys for part time help
Fr end y atmosphere. $30.00 per mo. in boarding house. Salary and meals.
Evheridge Arms, 540 So. 5th.
CV 3-9599.
Pure. Apt. 2100 for 2. Acc. to 4 per,
LOST & POUND
lOh St. CV 8.1876.
Lestdark brown billfold. Papers cards.
For Rent: Ono bedroom apt. for two Reward. CV 7.4208 Rlk
hrse one block from school. Modern
,case Male or female. Also one female Lost: Animal Cytology and Evolution by
roommate wanted immediately. Call White: Genet,-, by Srb and Owen. Re
ward. Call to. 2619. Dr. Shellhammer.
CV 8 4819 from Ste I I p.m.

Eight Pounds for $1.90
Each Additional Pound 25’
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Four Pounds of Clothes Cleaned and Returned to You
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Another First For All Of You

Extra large apt.; up Vo 5 people. $35

A

We offer FREE PARKING validatiors
for any downtown lot!
Spartan -style haircuts are our
specialty!

318 So. 10th Street

.a 8th St. CV 4-5744

Aggele

Take your choice of one popular hit rec-,,:
FREE with each haircut at the regular

Dry Cleaners anti Launderers

1425 W. SAN CARLOS

"LUCK
takes o
student

FREE
45 r.p.m. RECORDS

BARITEAUS’

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

"We approach the western
world as an entity," said Dr. Otho
C. Williams. professor of English,
while explaining the humanities
program. He said that instead of
the student taking individual
courses such as. western civilization, European literature,

/3arlara

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.

1

TOMORROW
TODAY
Southern California Edison eo.
will interview electrical and mechanical engineering majors.
Hasidns and Sells will interview
certified public accountant and
accounting majors.
Varian Associates will interview
electrical, industrial and medianical engineering majors,
Federal Aviation will interview
electrical and civil engineering
majors.
Owentefilhiols Glass co. will interview any technical major, or
business major who has some
technical background.
Patio Verde Unified distric t,
Blythe (Riverside county), will
interview candidates for the following positions: elementary, junior high, high school and junior
college.
Bakersfield Elementary district
(Kern county), will interview
candidates for elementary teachers.
TOMORROW
Owens-Illinois Glass co. will interview chemical, industrial, and
mechanical engineering majors, as
well as industrial technicians.
Lenicurt Electric co. will interview electrical engineering majors
with communication option.
Southern Pacific co. is interested
in majors in business or liberal
arts for transportation management. Business, liberal arts or
technical majors are needed for
systems analysts and computer
programmers.
U. S. General Accounting Office
will interview accounting majors.
Applied Research Labs., Inc.,
will interview mechanical and
electrical engineering majors and
physics majors.

Training of more than 100
Americans for secondary teaching
in East Africa will begin in June
of this year, according to R. Freeman Butts, director of international studies at Teachers college,
Columbia university.
This is the second such program
to be organized, the first starting
he the spring of 1961 with 150
teachers chosen from a field of
1200 applicants. The program will
place teachers in Tanganyika, Kenya, Uganda, and Zanzibar.
In a recent letter from Accra.
Ghana, Butts reported on the high
morale of the teachers and the
"very high estimates of their work
by the educational officials in
charge."
Butts enclosed a brochure outlining the Teachers for East Africa
project. The program is financed
by the U.S. Department of State’s
agency for International Development with the Teachers college assuming primary responsibility for
the undertaking.
According to the brochure, applicants must be either experienced
teachers, liberal arts graduates
with no teaching experience, or education graduates with no teaching
experience.

Er

Vast Topic Assortment
Provided by Humaniti es

2fki ’a settle First Street
L.!
Fir -t Street

Do-It-Yourself Headquarters

CY 8-1212

7(10. As I recall, the official map’
designation for the location of my
classroom was Masa-Ri-destroyed."
The major, commenting on SJS,
said, "I would sure hate to do my
undergraduate work here at San
Jose State. The work load is trernendou.s. I am extremely pleased
with the caliber of instruction I
see here. We have been received extremely well by the faculty as well
as the students. For this I am
gratet ul."

Applicants Needed
For June Training
To Teach in Africa
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REMEMBER OUR COMPLETE FINISHING DRY CLEANING
The most charming
stint around . . . it’s
Circa 1800 Iron Horse
. . . an exclusive of
leune Leigue by Cherberg. Of cotton sailcloth,
easily molded into the
most relaxed classic you
ever wore ... with col.
Icehouse collar, elasticized belt and ocean
pearl buttons Beige
splashed with color in
sizes for In.
4’7
Miss 5 to IS.

ea tara

SERVICE ALSO

Low, Low Laundry Prices Still in Effect.
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SHIRTS
:f

42 South First street
206 South First Street
STUDENT DISCOUNT

Four for 990

LAUNDRY TROUSERS

Two for 99
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